
  

“ Fury, masterful war film! ”

The plot focuses on five American soldiers who use tanks during the 2nd world war. We will
follow their fight from town to town until they can not fight anymore. The story begins with a scene
which  presents  the  destruction  of  the  battlefield  in  Germany.  The film reaches  a  climax when
despite losing their tanks they decided to continue fighting. It has a tragic ending with the death of
nearly all main characters except the new recruit. 

The story had powerful scenes. One of the most poignant scenes of the movie is when the
main hero falls in love with a German woman and she dies by German bomb. The story is gripping
but some scenes are quite predictable. The narrative is intelligently built but some fights are a little
unrealistic.

The sound effects are rich and realistic.
The cast is excellent, every actor is absolutely remarkable. The performance of those actors

is excellent! The most complex characters played are that of Norman and Don. Norman became a
soldier while he had never killed before and Don is a sergeant who takes care of his soldiers like a
family.
This film does not show the classic image of the serious uptight soldier. In this story each main
character  has an original personality. Their  speech and unexpected reactions give lightness and
humour to the situation.
Our five main characters where made into tragical heroes giving their life for their country and its
values.
“Fury” is  an American  film which was made to  show the  incredible  courage  of  the  American
soldiers fighting during the 2nd world war and the cruelty of the German soldiers even towards their
own people. 
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